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Managing It Skills Portfolios: Planning, Acquisition and Performance EvaluationIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Managing for IT skills is never easy at the firm level. Technologies change constantly and rapidly. The supply and demand of IT skills fluctuate. Firms do not have commonly recognized frameworks to manage IT skills of their workforce. A consistent taxonomy of IT skills is underdeveloped and used infrequently in industry. This book provides the...
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Creating a Winning E-BusinessCourse Technology PTR, 2005

	Creating a Winning E-Business, Second Edition provides general business students, graduate students,
	continuing education students, executive education seminar participants, and entrepreneurs
	with practical ideas on planning and creating an e-business. We assume that readers have
	no previous e-business knowledge or experience. This book...
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Operations Management For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Score your highest in Operations Management


	Operations management is an important skill for current and aspiring business leaders to develop and master. It deals with the design and management of products, processes, services, and supply chains. Operations management is a growing field and a required course for most...
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Windows Vista(TM) Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2007
Get the definitive reference for deploying, configuring, and  supporting Microsoft® Windows Vista(tm)--with expert insights from  Microsoft Most Valuable Professionals (MVPs) and the Windows Vista Team.  This official Microsoft RESOURCE KIT provides more than 1,500 pages of  in-depth technical guidance on automating deployment; implementing...
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Financial Analysis with Microsoft  ExcelSouth-Western College, 2006
FAME explores the use of Excel as THE calculating tool for finance professionals. As students enter College with basic skills for using Excel and other software packages they need for their business courses, the materials they read must be ramped up. The book as it stands covers the main topics that students would see in a typical corporate finance...
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Fixed Mobile Convergence (McGraw-Hill Communications Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
It would be an understatement to say that a book on fixed-mobile convergence is very he was convinced that mobile phones work off the satellites up in the sky—how an educated person in our enlightened times can be so technically unaware! We then kept him amused for about 15 minutes with a description of a highly developed terrestrial...
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Live Each Day: A Surprisingly Simple Guide to HappinessHarperCollins, 2019

	***** #1 Amazon Bestseller *****
	
		“Captivating storytelling, intriguing questions, pioneering research, and deceptively doable daily practices — Live Each Day has something for everyone. Grounded in science, but coming from the heart, this book shows you not only how to be authentically...
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The Innovation and Evolution of Medical Devices: Vaginal Mesh KitsSpringer, 2018

	
		This text provides a central resource for physicians, entrepreneurs, and the MBA students about how innovation occurs in medical device industry.  The book uses the rise and fall of vaginal mesh kits to highlight the evolution of responses by the physicians, patients and the regulatory bodies.  There are specific chapters...
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Microsoft  Excel Data Analysis and Business ModelingMicrosoft Press, 2004
Now you can apply the techniques that business analysts at leading companies use to analyze and transform data into bottom line results. For more than 10 years, well-known consultant and business professor Wayne Winston has been teaching corporate clients and MBA candidates the most effective ways to use Microsoft Excel for data analysis, modeling,...
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Wrox's SQL Server 2005 Express Edition Starter Kit (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
You'll learn the basics of working with SSE databases, and see how the Visual Basic® 2005 Express Edition programming environment is tailored to work well with SSE. Step-by-step examples cover major scenarios that you're likely to face, from installation and development to debugging and deployment. Plus, the CD-ROM features both VB Express...
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The Definitive Guide to symfonyApress, 2007
Developing a new web application should not mean reinventing the wheel. Thats why a framework is an essential item in your development toolbox. It helps you respect coding standards; write bulletproof, maintainable code; and focus on business rules rather than waste time on repetitive tasks. This book introduces you to symfony, the leading...
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The Vest Pocket Guide to Information TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The only IT guide you need
You're busy—very busy. You need reliable, practical answers to your IT questions, and you need them now. The Vest Pocket Guide to Information Technology, Second Edition is a handy pocket problem-solver designed to provide you with the quickest route to a solution. Practical, reader-friendly, and thoroughly...
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